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another way to collect beads is to collect the 6th bead of each
matching set. each bead set is color-coded, and what you have to
do to collect the beads is to complete the color-coded bead set. for

example, if you have completed a certain set of beaded jars,
another set of colored beads with a color you did not yet complete
in a previous stage will appear. if the colors are a matching set, the
color of the jars from the next stage will be shown after unlocking a

bonus round for completing this set. while collecting beads for
leveling up, you can collect beads in multiple ways including beating
the stage time, the number of moves, beating all four of the original
stages and beating the stage in the minimum time. there are a few
secondary beads that you can also collect that do not increase your
bead bonus (red dots on the purple line), but mainly increase one of

four different point multipliers. they are the following: 1x, 2x, 3x,
and 4x. as previously mentioned, the three color squares on the
playfield are played in some fashion: red is worth 100 points for
every match; blue is worth 25 points for every match; yellow is

worth 50 points for every match. the scoring in luxor goes beyond
just the basics: there are a variety of bonuses awarded at the end of

levels based upon one or more factors of scoring and gameplay.
many of these bonuses are specific to level numbers. for example,
this level's bonuses consist of items, value multipliers, and so on:
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luxor 3 has a four-player
multiplayer mode where players
can play online with any three
people. the game has a multi-
tiered ranking system, which

grants players a ranking based on
their scores. the rankings are
based on performance in the

following: game play: this is based
on the performance in the game.

personal score: this is based on the
performance on the person's

personal best times. timed play:
this is based on the performance in

the game. online score: this is
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based on the performance in the
game while playing on a public
server. luxor 3 has a gamepad

support option that lets you play
with a gamepad to complete the

game. if you are using a gamepad,
it is recommended to set the game
sensitivity to a lower level, as the

game uses a lot of gamepad
buttons to control the game. the

scarab controls mechanics are new
to luxor 3. the scarab controls the
primary fire, movement, and jump.
it also controls a power up that lets
you shoot 3 additional spheres of
the same color at once. when a
scarab is collected, it starts out
with 10% power. with enough
scarabs collected, the scarab's
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power will increase until it is maxed
out at 100%. this power up

becomes stronger as the game
goes on, but it is also affected by

the level difficulty, so it is not
possible to level up a scarab on a
harder difficulty. unlike previous

luxor games, there is no limit to the
number of scarabs the scarab can
collect. the scarabs are found as
you play the game. they can be

collected by shooting at them while
avoiding the spheres. some
scarabs are more difficult to

destroy than others. for example,
an orange scarab is harder to

destroy than a white scarab. once
you have collected enough

scarabs, you can use them to
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upgrade your scarabs. to upgrade a
scarab, place it in the scarab

upgrade menu and you will be able
to upgrade the scarab from 10% to

100% power. 5ec8ef588b
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